
Sacred Body 971 

Chapter 971: Obtained the title of God of War, experienced the famine, and made sacrifice 

The matter of the God of War caused a sensation in the entire ten foreign states. 

In particular, the identity of Jun Xiaoyao's Sixth Kings was exposed. 

It also reminds everyone of the dark six-pointed star vision that appeared on the sky some time ago. 

At this time, everyone realized that the vision was actually caused by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Many top royal families, quasi-emperors, and even immortal emperors sent people to the God of War 

Academy, wanting to see the king at ease. 

Jun Xiaoyao is now, but really has become a sweet potato. 

Because if nothing happens, Jun Xiaoyao will definitely become the King of World Destroyer in the 

future, and the lowest achievement is also the King of Immortality. 

In addition, he also has Chaos Body talent, which is almost a certainty. 

If you can win over Jun Xiaoyao, it will be of great benefit to any ethnic group. 

Even the immortal emperor would be greedy and unable to maintain aloof indifference. 

But for these comers, Jun Xiaoyao didn't see anything. 

In the residence where Jun Xiaoyao is. 

Jun Xiaoyao is sitting opposite Luo Xiangling. 

There is a game of Go in the middle and tea next to it. 

The two were playing and drinking tea. 

As for Tu Shan Chunchun and others, because of Luo Xiangling, they dare not bother. 

After all, Luo Xiangling was an ordinary woman in front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

But in front of other people, but the superior King Luo. 

"Xiaoyao, these days, there have been several immortal emperors who want to visit you, but they have 

been rejected by you." 

"If you accept it at will, they can help you block the pressure of the Mojie Emperor." 

Luo Xiangling took a sip of tea and said. 

Jun Xiaoyao faintly smiled and said: "What is there to care about those mundane things? It is the fun of 

life to be able to play against Xiangling and drink tea." 

Upon hearing this, Luo Xiangling lowered his eyes slightly, and his delicate eyelashes were like butterfly 

wings. 
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Jiao Diao glowed with a very light red. 

For some reason, when she got along with Jun Xiaoyao, she became more and more shy. 

"Xiaoyao, you will grow into a big man in the future, maybe I will be far inferior to you by then." 

As if to hide his emotions, Luo Xiangling joked. 

But what she said is indeed true. 

Luo Xiangling is now in a bottleneck period, and it is very difficult to break through and become the King 

of Immortality. 

But Jun Xiaoyao, talented evildoer, is destined to achieve immortality. 

"Thanks to you Xiangling, I can develop so smoothly. If I have a way, I will definitely make Xiangling you 

breakthrough and become immortal." 

As Jun Xiaoyao said, one hand quietly covered Luo Xiangling's jade hand. 

Luo Xiangling's body was crisp, but he did not withdraw his hand. 

"Xiaoyao, it's enough for you to have this heart." Luo Xiangling's crystal earlobes turned red slightly. 

Jun Xiaoyao's acting skills can be said to be perfect. 

The skill point of sultry girl is full. 

But Jun Xiaoyao's words are not all deceit. 

He really wanted to help Luo Xiangling break through and become immortal. 

In this way, he would even win over a true immortal king. 

This is very important to Jun Xiaoyao. 

After that, it will be much easier for Jun Xiaoyao to act in a foreign land. 

At this moment, Fei Qingxue's voice came from outside the door. 

"My son, Mr. Mu is here." 

Hearing this, Luo Xiangling subconsciously withdrew his jade hand, his face was actually ashamed of a 

girl. 

However, Luo Xiang's appearance is superb, even if his age may be at the level of an old aunt. 

But at this moment, the slightly shy and tender manner is actually extraordinarily sultry. 

Compared with the young girl who is in love, she is more charming and charming. 

Elder Mu walked in and saw Luo Xiangling's ashamed look at a glance. 

There was a thump in the bottom of my heart, thinking to myself that he seemed to be here at an 

untimely time. 



"What's the matter with Elder Mu?" Jun Xiaoyao asked. 

"That's the case. If there is no accident, the little friend can get the real title of God of War." Mr. Mu 

said. 

Regarding this, Jun Xiaoyao was not surprised. 

Even the halberd of God Cry was pulled out, and it was right to get the title of God of War. 

"However, the Bianhuang experience is about to begin, so the title of the God of War for the little friend 

and the banquet held may have to wait until after returning from the Bianhuang." Mu Lao said. 

"It doesn't matter." 

Jun Xiaoyao doesn't mind. 

In fact, he was not cold about the so-called title of God of War. 

It's just that there is this level of title, which is convenient for acting in a foreign land. 

"The adults of the university, but are looking forward to the performance of the little friends in the 

frontier famine, after all, the title of the **** of war, the performance can not be too weak, otherwise it 

is easy to be criticized." Old Mu euphemistically said. 

"Boss Mu can rest assured, I have a good idea." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"But this time, the little friend still needs to be careful." 

"There are also some chief figures on the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard, and I have more news that 

there also seems to be a seed-level Chaos Body on the Immortal Domain." Old Mu's tone was a little 

solemn. 

Who would have thought that in this life, there would be two chaotic bodies. 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled secretly. 

He is not a chaotic body, just a chaotic green lotus physique that is almost the same as a chaotic body. 

As for the chaotic body of Xianyu, he was also very curious, in the end, which one is stronger than 

weaker? 

"By the way, there is another very important thing. On the side of the wilderness, there are relics left by 

our world's immortality, which has caused a change." 

"That relic, called the Great Sacrifice of Blood, has something to do with a certain taboo immortality, 

and the little friends also need to pay attention." Mu Lao said. 

"I understand." Jun Xiaoyao nodded slightly. 

There must be a secret in the big sacrifice, just listen to the name. 

And it's about the immortality of taboos, Jun Xiaoyao figured out that he should have made a big 

discovery in it. 



After the matter was finished, Mr. Mu left. 

A look of worry appeared in Luo Xiang Ling's eyes full of water. 

"Xiaoyao, the border is not a good place, even if I go with me, it may not be able to protect you." Luo 

Xiangling said worriedly. 

Borderland battlefield, that is a very wide range of rules and chaos, located in the gap between the two 

worlds. 

And if there is a conflict at that time, it will definitely be a soldier against a soldier and a general. 

Quasi-immortal on the foreign land side will also confront the quasi-immortal on the Xianyu side. 

So Jun Xiaoyao and others can only rely on themselves. 

"Xiang Ling, don't worry, I can't always rely on your shelter." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

This time he went to the frontier, he also had things to do. 

It is not appropriate to let Luo Xiangling follow. 

A few days later, Jun Xiaoyao sat cross-legged in his residence. 

In his inner universe, countless spots of light converge on the seed of faith non-stop. 

That is the power of faith for countless slave creatures. 

Tuobayu, a tool man, did his duty. 

But now Jun Xiaoyao has not heard the news of the slaves' resistance. 

It must be the level of riots that still cannot attract the attention of the high-level powerhouses in the 

foreign land. 

But this is better, it just gave Tuoba Yu time to expand wildly. 

The only shortcoming is that although the power of faith provided by the slave creatures is pure, but the 

amount is a bit small. 

On the other hand, the power of faith of the Ice Spirit Royal Family has become pure over time. 

The power of faith provided by a strong man is enough to be worth thousands of slave creatures. 

Jun Xiaoyao plans to ~www.mtlnovel.com~ when his influence reaches its maximum, and then let the 

Ice Spirit royal family preach to other royal families. 

At that time, the power of faith that Jun Xiaoyao has received will usher in a burst of skyrocketing. 

The seed of faith, Jun Xiaoyao is not paying attention, and continues to wait for it to sprout. 

In addition, there is also a fairy tree, which is also the result. 

The human-shaped heavenly fairy fruit, crystal clear, like a ginseng fruit, contains the power of law. 



"The next step is to break through to the supreme. In addition to my own comprehension, more law 

fragments are needed to assist." Jun Xiaoyao thought to himself. 

It is obviously not enough to rely solely on the Heavenly Immortal Fruit to provide the law fragments. 

"By the way, there are many mysterious areas in the border and wasteland. Maybe you can find things 

such as fragments of the law, and then condense the laws of the flesh and directly break through to the 

supreme." 

Jun Xiaoyao had a plan in his heart. 

A trip to the border is bound to gain something! 

Chapter 972: 9 Tianxianyuan, news of the destruction of 6 kings came 

The frontier famine war will start, and the atmosphere of the entire God of War Academy is fiery. 

All disciples of the God of War Academy are gearing up, wanting to show their skills. 

In such an atmosphere, the news that Jun Xiaoyao became the canonized God of War by the God of War 

Academy also spread. 

Everyone was not surprised. 

The title of God of War was originally inherited by the first God of War. 

Now that Jun Xiaoyao has pulled out the Divine Weeping Halberd, canonization of the God of War is also 

a matter of course. 

"Under the leadership of the God of War, our God of War Academy will surely defeat the enemy in the 

frontiers this time!" 

"Yes, how can those weak creatures in Xianyu stop the torrent of our world!" 

With the news that Jun Xiaoyao was canonized as God of War came out. 

The atmosphere of the entire God of War Academy was completely agitated. 

"It's not good, the chaotic body canonized the God of War, and it is still one of the six kings of the world. 

There will be such a terrifying Tianjiao in a foreign land." 

"You need to quickly send this news back to Xianyu to remind them, otherwise there will be big 

problems, and the younger generation of Xianyu will suffer huge losses!" 

In a big state in a foreign land, there are creatures with solemn expressions. 

They are undercover fairy spies in a foreign land. 

It's like Xianyu's side, undercover a foreign organization from the other side. 

On the foreign land side, naturally there will be the dark chess of the immortal land dormant, inquiring 

about all kinds of news and intelligence. 
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It is conceivable that such a chaotic body news against the sky, if it is transmitted back to the fairyland, 

what a huge storm will be set off. 

Just here in the foreign land, ready to go. 

Nine Heavens Immortal Domain. 

A fairy island, suspended in the void. 

It is said that it is an island, but its scope is no different from that of a continent. 

This fairy island is filled with celestial spirits, shrouded in light, clouds steaming with clouds, flying spring 

waterfalls, and steep peaks. 

Many celestial palaces, Qionglou Yuyu, are scattered in the sky above the fairy island. 

All kinds of Yaocaoqi flowers are scattered all over Dayue. 

Immortal birds and animals, leaping over the mountain stream. 

It seems like a fairyland on earth, a scene of immortal family. 

Here is the location of Xianyu Supreme Academy, the Nine Heavens Academy. 

Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard, not above the nine immortal realms, but in the void, opened up a 

dojo. 

Build a fairy island and absorb nine days of heroes. 

It can be said that this is the Nine Heavens Immortal Realm, the holy land for cultivation that countless 

young generations yearn for. 

Only Tianjiao, the most talented person, can enter into it. 

At this moment, in the depths of the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard, a fairy light shrouded in a 

palace like a heavenly palace. 

There were dozens of elders sitting cross-legged in the hall. 

Among them, the weakest cultivation base also has the cultivation base of Supreme Xuanzun. 

These are the elders of Jiutianxianyuan. 

At this moment, an elder sitting in the first seat with a solemn face opened his mouth and said: "The 

spies from the foreign land have heard news. The sleeping emperors and goddesses in the foreign land 

are also gradually awakening. After that, they will be with me in the borderland. The disciples of the 

courtyard started to collide." 

"But it's not the most important thing. The most important thing is that there is a God of War at the God 

of War Academy. His origins are amazing." 

"Oh, what's the origin?" All the elders present were curious. 



No matter how big the origin is, it is just a junior. Although it has been awarded the title of God of War, 

it is unlikely to have much impact on the overall situation of the two worlds. 

"The young man who got the title of God of War is a chaotic body." The elder said. 

"what?" 

This remark surprised some elders. 

There is a chaotic body in the foreign land, which is really not a trivial matter. 

If it grows up, it will bring great losses to Xianyu in the future. 

"Although the chaotic body is unparalleled in the ages, my immortal domain is not without chaotic 

body." An old man said. 

This remark caused many elders present to nod slightly. 

On the side of Xianyu, there is indeed a chaotic body, sleeping in the chaos. 

Although he is not born now, his followers, Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian, are all in the 

Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard. 

As for the other star guardian, he was obliterated by Jun Xiaoyao as early as in the original imperial city. 

At the beginning, it was also the Star Sage Guardian who urged the gatekeepers to arrest Yu Chanjuan as 

a furnace tripod and dedicated it to the Chaos Body. 

"If it's just a chaotic body, I won't say anything. The problem is that he has another identity." 

"What status?" 

"One of the six kings of the world." The elder sitting in the first seat had a cold face. 

This statement made the entire hall a dead silence. 

Many elders are even more eyelids. 

The six kings of the world in the doomsday myth. 

This legend is not just spread in foreign land. 

On Xianyu's side, although most people didn't know it. 

But these high-level people still know about it. 

The big gap that was punched in the frontier pass contained the power of the World Destroyer King. 

The Six Kings of Destruction, if they can become the King of Immortality, they are definitely of 

destruction. 

It would be a catastrophe for Xianyu. 

In the previous era, the Six Kings of Destroying the World had never been truly complete. 



Occasionally, one or two will appear, both of which have brought catastrophe to Xianyu. 

Moreover, the Six Kings of Destroying the World is more like a kind of destiny, endless reincarnation, 

cannot be cut off. 

In this era, news of the extinction of the Six Kings came out so early, and it was still a chaotic body. 

This made all the elders in the fairy courtyard feel a sense of anxiety in their hearts. 

Perhaps in this era, the six kings will all live together. 

If all of them were to grow up, it would definitely be a disaster for Xianyu. 

"Because of this, I will call you to come. After the battle of the Frontier Desolation, my disciples have an 

important goal, which is to kill the Chaos Body." 

"Elder Fu, you will let you know about this." 

The elder in the first seat said. 

"Yes." 

Elder Fu got up, arched his hands slightly, his expression solemn. 

It's not that they are unwilling to deal with Chaos Body. 

It is a battle between frontiers and deserts, which is a confrontation between soldiers and generals. 

In this state, it is difficult for the strong to attack the younger generation. 

So that is the battle for the younger generation. 

"This is a huge test for the disciples in our college." Elder Fu sighed from the bottom of his heart. 

Soon, on the fairy island, a voice like Hong Zhong and Dalu sounded. 

"It's the bell of summoning. Is it possible that we are about to set off to the border now?" 

Hearing this bell, the many disciples in the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard were all surprised and at 

the same time embarrassed. 

Compared to the excitement and eagerness on the side of the God of War Academy. 

The disciples of the Nine Heavens Immortal Academy appeared to be more anxious. 

After all, at the same level, their immortal cultivators are at a disadvantage. 

For them, the experience of the border famine was very dangerous, and it could be said to be a life of 

nine deaths. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

In Xiandao, there are thirty-six caves and seventy-two blessed places. 

It is a residence for some top pride, seed-level figures, and chief disciples. 



At this moment, outside of an immortal cave sky, a beautiful girl with a skirt fluttering and a double-

winged bun landed here. 

Respectfully opened his mouth and said: "My lord Emperor, the summoning bell is ringing. It seems that 

the elder has an important announcement, I don't know my lord..." 

"I'm not interested, please remind me when the trip to the border begins." 

Inside the cave, there was a voice that appeared cold and indifferent, without emotion. 

Hearing this voice, the girl sighed secretly in her heart. 

This young girl is a maid like a cherry blossom. 

As for who the people in the cave are, it goes without saying. 

The emperor Ling Yuan. 

Chapter 973: Lingyuan’s changes, Tianjiao gathers, followers of Chaos Body 

The former Lingyuan, although also extremely noble and luxurious. 

But it's not like it is now, even the tone is not emotional at all. 

That feeling is like a certain part of the emotion in my heart has completely died. 

And this change started from the fall of Jun Xiaoyao. 

After Jun Xiaoyao died, Lingyuan, who was already cold, became even more so that strangers should not 

come near. 

In the past, Lingyuan even joked with Ruying occasionally. 

But now, Ling Yuan has been practicing, retreating, and almost living a life of isolation from the world. 

"My Lady Emperor, it's been several years, haven't you been able to come out yet?" Ruying sighed in her 

heart. 

Jun Xiaoyao has become a thing of the past. 

Now Xianyu, not many people mentioned him again. 

Ruying felt that Lingyuan should also walk out of the shadows and looked forward. 

In fact, it stands to reason that Jun Xiaoyao fell. 

Lingyuan should have benefited the most. 

As the young emperor of Xian Ting, she was in a competitive position with the son of the Jun family. 

But now, Ling Yuan, who should have been happy, was the one that hurt the most, which was also 

sighing. 

Within the cave. 
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Immortal light shrouded, misty. 

A beautiful woman sitting cross-legged in it. 

The face is exquisite, the facial features are like a perfect creation carved from the sky, and the stars are 

dotted with the meaning of high coldness and indifference. 

The skin is as delicate as mutton jade, and the delicate body is flowing with fairy light. 

Between the eyebrows, noble and gorgeous. 

It is Lingyuan. 

After the world of Shenxu, Jiutianxianyuan opened. 

She and a group of Tianjiao joined the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard and obtained the inheritance 

of fairy-level good fortune. 

Three or four years have passed. 

Ling Yuan's cultivation level also successfully broke through to the Quasi-Supreme realm. 

Coupled with the imprint of the Emperor's throne on his body, he is still the young emperor of the fairy 

court. 

Today's Ling Yuan can be said to be the true leader of Xian Ting's younger generation. 

As for the ancient emperor, although not bad, he has a bad reputation and is far behind Lingyuan in 

terms of prestige. 

However, only Lingyuan knew about it. 

What did she lose. 

"It's been so long..." 

There seemed to be a hole in Ling Yuanfeng's eyes. 

Her memory is often blurred. 

A scene of dancing for Jun Xiaoyao and Yu Jun Xiaoyao walking among the stars will appear in my mind. 

She gradually couldn't tell whether she was Lingyuan or Tiannvyuan. 

Or, both. 

After all, before, Tiannvyu planted her backhands, burned her body, returned her soul to Lingyu, and 

merged the two. 

She is now Ling Yuan and Tiannv Yuan. 

It is precisely because of this that Jun Xiaoyao's death brought such a big blow to Ling Yu. 

Ling Yuan raised her jade hand, holding a jade slip in her hand. 



There is a message from the emperor Waxian. 

"Exotic, chaotic body." 

Ling Yuan muttered to herself, a little boring. 

Without Jun Xiaoyao, she felt that everything was boring. 

... 

As the bell of summoning was ringed. 

The many disciples of Jiutianxianyuan, like crucian carp crossing the river, turned into rainbows and 

gathered in the square in the center of Xiandao. 

"I heard that it was Elder Fu's notice, but I don't know what to order." 

"It should be the beginning of the Frontier Wasteland Experience." 

With the arrival of more and more disciples from the fairy courtyard, many people are also talking about 

it. 

"Is the Bianhuang experience finally coming? I can't wait!" 

A clear and domineering voice sounded. 

In the distance, a huge dragon shadow emerged. 

Standing among them is a woman who is absolutely beautiful. 

The woman wore a long snow-white dress, and her long legs were shiny and shiny. 

Long purple hair is as smooth and shiny as silk. 

On a beautiful face, the noble purple-gold phoenix eyes look proud of all directions. 

It was Long Yaoer who had grown up and transformed. 

"It's the Queen of Long Yao!" 

Seeing this woman, many Tianjiao's eyes showed amazing colors. 

Long Yaoer, one of the former Seven Emperors. 

Although because of Jun Xiaoyao, the reputation of Nijun Seven Emperors is not very good. 

But the main backer was the ancient emperor. 

There were not many people targeting the other emperors. 

In the past few years, Long Yaoer has been very comfortable and moisturizing. 

She truly became the empress of the Taixu Ancient Dragon clan, and she was also the proud daughter of 

the heavens carefully cultivated by the Tyrant Ancestor Hall. 

Without Jun Xiaoyao, Long Yaoer's sky seemed to have disappeared. 



In the previous battle for the eucharistic supremacy, Jun Xiaoyao crushed Long Yaoer with the Law Body, 

causing Long Yaoer's Dao Heart to collapse. 

Later, the golden ancient dragon bloodline was activated and transformed out. He wanted revenge, but 

he was still crushed by Jun Xiaoyao. 

It can be said that it was a dark day. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao fell, and the darkness disappeared. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, it's a pity that you have fallen. If you are still alive, I really want to compare with you again 

and completely erase the demon in my heart." Long Yaoer secretly murmured. 

Having obtained the fairy-level good fortune, she has now also broken through to the Quasi-Supreme 

realm. 

But the only regret was that he could not defeat Jun Xiaoyao personally. 

This left a trace of demons in her heart. 

Long Yaoer thought that she had no chance to erase her inner demons. 

At this moment, on the other side, a handsome man with flowing silver hair and wearing a crane cloak 

stepped into the air with his hands in the air. 

It was the Yuhua King who also broke through to the Quasi-Supreme Realm. 

As for Yu Yunshang, I haven't seen it, and have never been with Yuhua King. 

The king of Feathering, his expression is dull, and he has a sense of melancholy. 

Even after a few years, he could still vaguely hear Jun Xiaoyao's words in his ears. 

Friends, this thing is really extravagant. 

Many times, King Yuhua asked himself, did he do something wrong? 

Maybe there is, maybe not. 

The only certainty is that there is no regret taking medicine in the world. 

Over time, more and more Tianjiao gathered in the square. 

At this time, a group of men and women came from a distance, and the breath was amazing and eye-

catching. 

"Those people are... followers of the son of the Jun family!" 

Seeing this group of men and women, there are many arrogances present, and their eyes are full of awe. 

Jun Xiaoyao, although he has fallen for several years. 

But his deeds to Xianyu are indelible. 



If it were not for Jun Xiaoyao to use his body to seal the evil thoughts of the gods, the entire world of the 

gods might be shattered. 

Once the ruins of the gods are broken, you can drive straight into the foreign land. 

That kind of result is unimaginable. 

Jun Xiaoyao became the hero of Xianyu. 

And his followers are naturally admired. 

Looking at it, Yiyu, Yan Qingying, Wangchuan, Eternal Jade Heavenly Girl, all four are present, and their 

breaths are not weak. 

There is also Princess Longji, although she has not officially become a follower of Jun Xiaoyao, but she is 

also in the same camp~www.mtlnovel.com~ She is still the heir of the Nine Fingers Sacred Dragon 

Emperor, and she can naturally join the Nine Heavens Immortal Academy. 

In addition, there are several women, Yu Chanjuan, Yan Rumeng and Lunar Yutu. 

They all joined the Jiutianxianyuan. 

In the past few years, the people around Jun Xiaoyao have been working hard to cultivate. 

They stubbornly believe that Jun Xiaoyao has not fallen, and that there will be another day. 

And at this moment. 

An indifferent voice suddenly sounded. 

"Yu Chanjuan, are you still reluctant to submit to Master Chaos Body?" 

Several figures came. 

Seeing those figures, Yu Chanjuan and others looked extremely cold. 

"Followers of Chaos Body..." 

Chapter 974: Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian, the ancient emperor appeared, the alien 

chaos... 

Three people came. 

One of the women is very familiar. 

A Tsing Yi, enveloped the rhyme of Xianguang Daoyun, with a breath of super dust and vulgarity. 

The hazy beautiful face, wearing a veil, only reveals a pair of clear pupils. 

The temperament is like the snow lotus of the Tianshan Mountains, independent of the world, and not 

stained with dust. 

It was Ji Qingyi surprisingly. 
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She is not only the goddess of the Huangguji family, but also the only descendant of the immortal 

religion today. 

Because the previous preacher of Human Immortal Sect, Ji Daoyi, who carried a human immortal body, 

was conspired by a foreigner to fall into the world of the gods. 

Of course, only Ji Qingyi knew the real truth. 

But she obviously wouldn't tell anyone. 

After that, Ji Qingyi joined the Nine Heavens Immortal Academy to practice, and instead of Ji Daoyi, he 

obtained a fairy level good fortune. 

Now the cultivation base is quasi-supreme. 

And the news came out before. 

Ji Qingyi seemed to have some connection with Chaos Body. 

Although the chaotic body has not completely broken through, but his followers have already begun to 

walk the world. 

It was not Ji Qingyi who spoke right now. 

It was a man in a silver cloak and a white mask on his face. 

On the mask, there is a sun pattern engraved. 

Next to him, there is a man in a cloak, but judging from his curvaceous figure, he should be a woman. 

The woman also wore a mask on her face, except that it was engraved with a crescent pattern. 

These two people are the two followers of Chaos Body, Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian. 

In fact, there was a star guard before, but as early as in the original imperial city, he was obliterated by 

Jun Xiaoyao at will. 

"Your Master Chaos Body, if he knows that you are threatening me with such despicable means, does it 

mean he has fallen into his reputation?" 

Yu Chanjuan's tone was cold. 

She will never forget that she was in the original imperial city and was taken away by Tianjiao of the 

gatekeeper family. 

The instigator is the Star Guardian, one of the three guardians of Chaos Body. 

"Oh, talents will not stick to these, you are the Lunar Eucharist, useful to adults." Ri Shenghu sneered. 

Yue Shenghu also opened his mouth and said: "My lord is an incomparable chaotic body, unique in 

ancient and modern times, with amazing strength. If you choose to follow, you will have a boundless 

future." 

The two of them wanted Yu Chanjuan to return to Chaos Body. 



Before, I also thought about strong action players. 

But then, in Jiutian Immortal Courtyard, internal fighting among disciples is strictly prohibited. 

Secondly, beside Yu Chanjuan, there are Princess Long Ji and several followers of Jun Xiaoyao. 

It is unrealistic to want to force. 

However, hearing the words of the two of them, Yu Chanjuan's snow-white jade face had a hint of irony. 

"The only one in ancient and modern times, the future is boundless, huh, if the son is here..." 

I heard Yu Chanjuan's words. 

In the entire square, all Tianjiao was silent. 

Jun Xiaoyao, a name that cannot be passed around. 

In this great world, Jun Xiaoyao can be described as the most dazzling star, cutting through the vast 

night. 

It is the only one in Xianyu. Since birth, he has pushed his life horizontally. It is an eternal strangeness 

that has not been defeated. Peerless evildoer! 

Even when the world of God Ruins fell, many people believed that it was nothing more than evil 

thoughts of the gods, destroying Jun Xiaoyao's body and preventing him from exerting his full strength. 

Otherwise, the dharmakaya of a mere monarch could not defeat Jun Xiaoyao even with the ancient 

emperor's son and other seven inferior emperors. 

After a few years, Yu Chanjuan mentioned this person again. 

Many people present sighed. 

However, Rishenghu's ear-piercing voice sounded: "Jun Xiaoyao, a name that is almost forgotten." 

"The people who have been eliminated and buried, don't need to mention it again, the adults will go to 

the highest throne and become the new king." Yue Shenghu said, with a strong meaning of worship in 

his tone. 

Even in the seed-level Tianjiao, Chaos Body is absolutely strong, and there are not many opponents. 

The chaotic body will succeed the glory of the son of the king's family. 

"You fart!" 

Here, Yi Yu drank coldly, with fiery flames flowing in her broken golden eyes. 

As the first follower of Jun Xiaoyao, he was also the first person to follow Jun Xiaoyao. 

In his mind, Jun Xiaoyao is an existence that cannot be slandered. 

"Heh, is it wrong to say that everything is dead, and there is nothing to talk about for those who have 

passed away." Ri Shenghu said indifferently. 



The smell of gunpowder on the two sides gradually became stronger. 

And Ji Qingyi, although the rumors have something to do with Chaos Body. 

But at this moment, she stood alone, watching from the sidelines, and did not intervene in the struggle. 

There is no plan to stand on the side of the sun guardian and the moon guardian. 

at this time. 

A voice sounded again. 

"The era of Jun Xiaoyao has passed. What's the point of mentioning it again?" 

A group of people came. 

The headed man was dressed in a gossip robe, standing tall and handsome, and handsome. 

Behind him, there are gossip runes lingering, extremely detached, with a kingly atmosphere. 

Surprisingly, he is the ancient emperor of Fuxi Xiantong. 

Beside him, following Cangli of Cangjie Xiantong, Yao Qing of Shennong Xiantong and others. 

"A person from Xianting's line is here." 

Nowadays, the pattern of the fairyland, the Jun family and the Xianting family, can be said to be 

competitors. 

Seeing the arrival of the ancient emperor, the eyes of many Tianjiao present secretly showed contempt. 

The reputation of the ancient emperor, now in Xianyu, can be described as stinking. 

When Jun Xiaoyao sacrificed himself righteously and tried to suppress the evil spirits of the deity, the 

ancient emperor thought of sneak attack and conspired to win the crown of heaven. 

In the end, he didn't get the crown of heaven, and he turned into a man of bravery. 

Of course, his identity is there, and no one dared to talk about it. 

"It's just a young generation, and I dare to speak nonsense." Princess Longji's eyes were cold. 

After receiving the inheritance of the Nine Fingers Sacred Dragon Emperor, Princess Longji's strength 

soared and came from behind. 

Although he did not break through the quasi-supreme, but he also reached the Great Perfection of the 

Holy Lord. 

"It's just that it has been inherited by a great emperor. Is it so swollen? To be honest, without the 

support of Jun Xiaoyao, what are you guys?" 

Gudizi's eyes overflowed with cold light. 

If it hadn't been for the prohibition of internal fighting in Jiutianxianyuan, he really wouldn't mind killing 

these followers of Jun Xiaoyao easily. 



But what he said is also correct. 

Although Yi Yu and the others were not weak in talent, they were able to achieve their current status 

because of their status as followers of Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Enough, now the frontier experience is imminent, and now the enemy is so naive, you can still be so 

naive!" 

The old voice sounded. 

An old man in a white robe stepped into the air. 

"I have seen Elder Fu!" 

Many Tianjiao handed over. 

Elder Fu is also a penalty elder of the Jiutianxianyuan and has real power. 

"Elder Fu, are you calling me to wait for the sake of experience?" You Tianjiao asked. 

Elder Fu's face was very solemn, and he frowned and said, "This is the second thing. This time I am here 

to inform you of bad news. Your experience may be a great test." 

The words of Elder Fu made Tianjiao all present with a look of surprise. 

Obviously it would not be a good thing to allow Elder Fu to warn him like this. 

"Dare to ask elder Fu, what is the news?" A Tianjiao was nervous and bit his head and arched his hands 

to ask. 

"There is a God of War in the Foreign Wars Academy." Fu elder said. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

"what?" 

This remark set off a storm in the square. 

The Foreign War God Academy can be said to be the opposite of the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard 

of the Immortal Territory. 

As for the God of War of the God of War Academy, Xianyu knows that it is definitely the top enchanting 

evildoer, and is qualified to be named the God of War. 

Once in the frontier, there was a young God of War from the God of War Academy, and even the record 

of ten seed-level arrogances in the Immortal Realm was shocking the world. 

"How come, is the once tragic and **** history about to reappear?" Some Tianjiao faces pale as paper. 

And what shocked them even more was Elder Fu's next sentence. 

"The titled God of War of the God of War Academy is still a chaotic body!" 

In a word, the world is silent! 

All the sounds were taken away, silent and silent! 



Chapter 975: To kill the alien chaos body, the fairyland seed-level characters successively... 

Chaos body, three thousand physique ranked the top ten strong physique, and even faintly ranked in the 

top five. 

In fact, among the three thousand physiques, with the exception of the No. 1 Destiny Void, he holds the 

top spot. 

The ranking of the rest of the physique changes from time to time. 

For example, in a certain life, an invincible chaotic body, overwhelming the current world, is likely to 

rank second on the throne. 

Or maybe in a certain life, a defying congenital corpse appeared, defeated the chaotic body, and won 

the second throne. 

Therefore, with the exception of the No. 1 Fate Void, the rest of the physique rankings have never been 

stable. 

But no matter how unstable, there is always an interval. 

For example, the ancient sacred body, even if it fell in the later ages and the ten yokes descended from 

the sky, it has never been squeezed out of the top ten throne. 

Even, many people think that if Jun Xiaoyao has not fallen. 

He may be able to rely on his own power to pull the ranking of the Ancient Eucharist from the top ten to 

the top five. 

Even, they can directly compete for the second place. 

Unfortunately, Jun Xiaoyao has fallen. 

Otherwise, everyone really wanted to see Jun Xiaoyao, who was pregnant with an ancient sacramental 

body, fought against that chaotic body. 

At this moment, I heard from Elder Fu that a chaotic body appeared in the foreign land. 

The scene was extremely silent, and the needle drop was audible. 

"impossible!" 

Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian cried out at the same time. 

"The chaotic body is unparalleled in ancient and modern times. One epoch is already a great world. How 

can there be two?" Ri Shenghu shouted, unable to believe it. 

"Yes, my great talent is the only chaotic body in the eternal age, will the foreigner be a counterfeit?" The 

Moon Guardian was also unbelievable. 

Don't blame them for this. 

Because in their minds, the adults in their family are the only chaotic body, the supreme existence. 
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Now, Foreign Land suddenly emerged with the same physique as their grown-ups, and they naturally 

couldn't accept it. 

"Do you think the old man is joking? Or question the source of the Xianyuan's intelligence?" 

Elder Fu snorted coldly. 

"Don't dare." 

Both of them bowed their heads and arched their hands. 

Elder Fu's authority in the immortal courtyard, but no disciple dared to offend. 

"It seems that this matter is true, and the information of the Xianyuan will not go wrong." 

"Unexpectedly, the chaotic body of my fairyland has not yet entered the world, but the chaotic body of 

the foreign land has emerged first." 

Many Tianjiao are discussing, their expressions are very solemn. 

A chaos body that has been awarded the title of God of War will participate in this border wilderness 

experience. 

This is definitely bad news for Xianyu Tianjiao. 

"Even if there is a chaotic body in the foreign land, it is definitely not my adult's opponent." 

Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian said with firm tone. 

In their hearts, even if they are both chaotic bodies, they are considered the strongest adults. 

At this time, Elder Fu said again: "Although the God of War level chaos body is powerful, there is no one 

in our world who can cope with it, but the most important thing is." 

"That chaotic body is still one of the six kings of the world." 

The fall of this sentence brought the shock to all Tianjiao, even more than the shock of the previous 

chaotic body. 

The legend of the Six Kings of Destroying the World, although it belongs to a foreign land. 

But on Xianyu's side, it was naturally clear. 

Especially the Nine Heavens Immortal Academy, as an institution for cultivating the elites of the 

Immortal Territory, it is natural to tell these disciples a lot of information about the foreign land. 

The myth of the doomsday in a foreign land, the legend of the six kings of the world, is the most 

important thing. 

"That chaotic body is actually one of the six kings of the world?" 

All Tianjiao are dumb, their expressions are stiff, and some are dumbfounded. 

The stacking of these multiple identities is too terrifying. 



Are there such enchanting characters in Foreign Land? 

Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian both spoke dumb. Although they had masks on their faces, 

they could still feel the stiffness and unnaturalness of their expressions. 

Now, even if it is them, they can't guarantee that their adults can defeat the chaotic body in the foreign 

land. 

"Foreign Chaos Body, with such a big background?" Gu Dizi frowned. 

"Chaos body, how strong is it?" Long Yaoer was also wondering. 

Seeing that the Tianjiao all present had a solemn expression, Elder Fu also shook his head slightly and 

sighed, "So, you have one main goal this time, which is to encircle the Chaos Body." 

"Regardless of the various methods used, single killing or encirclement, as long as you can kill the Chaos 

Body, you can get huge rewards and honors." 

The words of Elder Fu made the eyes of many Tianjiao bright. 

But more Tianjiao still have serious expressions. 

If the chaotic body was so easy to kill, it wouldn't be called a chaotic body. 

"Perhaps only Tianjiao who has obtained a fairy-level good fortune, or a seed-level figure, will have a 

chance." Some Tianjiao sighed. 

Some seed-level Tianjiao in Xianyu has awakened, but they haven't come to Jiutianxianyuan yet. 

However, those seed-level arrogances will also participate in the border shortage experience. 

At that time, the border shortage will be their stage. 

"The chaotic body of the Sixth Kings of Destroying the World, or the God of War of the Foreign Wars 

Academy, even the seed-level Tianjiao may not be able to stop it, right?" A Tianjiao's tone trembled 

slightly. 

"It's hard to say even if it's the Chaos Body on our side of Xianyu, let alone other people." 

Many Tianjiao are very nervous, guilty, and a little worried. 

"If the son of the Jun family is still there, he should be able to stop it." 

Suddenly, a Tianjiao spoke, and immediately silenced the noisy square. 

Many people have admiration and nostalgia in their eyes. 

Jun Xiaoyao is known as the invincibility of the younger generation, and it is not a defeat. 

Even if he finally fell, it was only because of the evil thoughts of the gods. 

"That's right, if the son of the Jun family is still there, what is that foreign chaotic body?" 

Some Tianjiao said that they missed the time when Jun Xiaoyao was famous on the ancient road and 

pushed the world. 



A series of gloomy disgusting glances turned towards the ancient emperor. 

The face of the ancient emperor was slightly green. 

He is almost a rat in the street now, although not everyone shouts and beats, but it is almost the same. 

If it weren't for his identity and strength here, I'm afraid he would be beaten everywhere. 

"The son..." 

Yan Qingying, Yu Chanjuan and others have nostalgia in their beautiful eyes. 

And so did Yan Rumeng, Princess Longji and others. 

They had firmly believed that Jun Xiaoyao would definitely return. 

But after a few years, everything seems to have really settled down. 

At the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard, the news of the foreign chaotic body was announced, causing 

an uproar. 

Many awakened seed-level Tianjiao also received news. 

"A foreign chaotic body, interesting." 

In an abyss vortex ~www.mtlnovel.com~ a figure exuding supreme magic power muttered to himself. 

He is the seed-level arrogant of the Pluto family, Saint Yama. 

"Foreign Chaos Body, if you kill him, it will be an unprecedented feat." 

The seed-level arrogant of the Dragon King Palace, Xuan Hao Qiong, the golden dragon pupils bloomed 

with dazzling gods. 

"Chaotic body, if the source of chaos can be obtained, it will be of great benefit to me." 

In the Holy Spirit Island, in an eternal cave, a pale-skinned young man, his narrow eyes glowed with cold 

light. 

He is the sleeping seed-level arrogant of the Holy Spirit Island, the son of bone. 

In the Xuantian Immortal Territory, the Sun God Mountain, a blazing sun, a majestic man covered in the 

flames of the Sun God stepped out. 

"The top ten princes of the contemporary era are all rubbish, the sun sacred mountain, I still need to 

correct my name!" 

The seed-level Tianjiao of the Sun Sacred Mountain, the Little Sage King of Golden Crow, has awakened 

from the sleeping sun star! 

Chapter 976: Tushan Fox Family Recruitment Meeting, News from Chi Hongyu, Fufeng King... 

On Xianyu's side, the news of the Chaos Body caused a big wave. 

Some seed-level Tianjiao who have awakened are all looking at the chaotic body in a foreign land. 
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Let's not talk about the benefits of killing the Chaos Body. 

Fame alone is enough to drive countless people crazy. 

Those seed-level Tianjiao who have been dormant for a long time, after waking up, what is the first thing 

to do? 

Naturally, he beats his reputation and establishes prestige for himself. 

Wanting to stand out in this world of great controversy is not just a talented evildoer, but also a 

powerful one. 

It is also very important to fight for luck and fight for faith. 

Jun Xiaoyao made a wave of tactics, pretending to sacrifice himself to preserve the border. 

In fact, it was invisible, harvesting a wave of popularity and belief. 

In the future, Jun Xiaoyao will be blessed by the luck of the people. 

These seed-level arrogances, the fastest way to establish prestige, is naturally to punish the chaotic body 

of a foreign land. 

For a time, the entire Nine Heavens Immortal Territory was surging, and many Tianjiao were gearing up 

to lock the target into the Chaos Body. 

On the other side, the fighting spirit is also high. 

Some young and powerful immortal emperors were born, enough to compete with the seed-level 

figures of the Immortal Territory. 

Some people even saw that the sky was shining with light, blood shining to the sky, and visions 

appeared. 

That was the resurrection of the sleeping emperor son and goddess of some immortal emperors, who 

wanted to conquer the border and wasteland. 

And on the side of the God of War Academy. 

Jun Xiaoyao also received the notice that he was about to set off for the border desert. 

Xuanyue was still healing, so Jun Xiaoyao let her stay in her residence. 

As for Fei Qingxue, she is a housekeeper and continues to stay in the school to practice. 

As for Su Hongyi, Jun Xiaoyao was also preparing to let her go to the frontier and strength. 

Because Su Hongyi and Fei Qingxue are different. 

Jun Xiaoyao believes that Su Hongyi is also one of the Six Destroyed Kings, but for some reason, he has 

not yet awakened. 

Going to the edge of the wilderness to experience, Su Hongyi may have unexpected gains. 

The next step is Tu Shan Chunchun and Tu Shan Wanwan. 



However, what surprised Jun Xiaoyao was. 

They didn't even plan to go to the frontier. 

"Sorry, sir, although I would also like to go to the wilderness with you, the fourth sister said no." 

Tu Shanchun's small mouth squashed, and he glanced at Tu Shanwan who was on the side 

complainingly. 

Generally speaking, it is a good time for feelings to heat up in such dangerous places as border deserts. 

Tu Shanchunchun still imagined that with Jun Xiaoyao, he would have a heroic rescue of the beauty and 

fall in love. 

"Sorry, son, it was the eldest sister's order that we should go back to prepare for the recruitment 

conference, which will be held after the famine is over." 

Tu Shanwan said, with a hint of loneliness on her face. 

During this period of time, Tu Shanwan completely determined her mind. 

I also understand who I like. 

just. 

Jun Xiaoyao is too good. 

Chaos body, titled God of War, is one of the six kings of the world. 

I don't know how many immortal emperors have broken their heads and want to grab Jun Xiaoyao. 

There are also peerless beauties like King Luo who are full of face value, strength and status. 

In contrast, even Tushan Wanwan, who is one of the five beautiful Tushan Wanwan, feels extremely 

bleak. 

Although the Tushan clan is an unattainable imperial clan to others. 

But in the eyes of Jun Xiaoyao, that's it. 

Even the Emperor Mojie dared to be tough, so how could he treat Tushan Wanwan differently because 

of the background of the Tushan Emperor? 

Therefore, Tu Shanwan was moved, but couldn't tell. 

"Recruitment Conference..." Jun Xiaoyao muttered to himself. 

He suddenly thought of someone. 

Chi Hongyu from the line of Chi Xiao. 

His younger brother Chi Lingkong died at the hands of Jun Xiaoyao. 

But before that, Jun Xiaoyao had noticed the breath of Soul Book, one of the nine heavenly books, on 

Chi Lingkong. 



It was also speculated that Chi Hongyu, Chi Lingkong's elder brother, was very likely to be carrying a 

book of souls. 

No matter how bad it is, it is also related to the soul book. 

Another clue is that the third princess of the Tushan emperor family, Tushan Xiaoxiao mentioned it 

before. 

Chi Hongyu had pursued the five beauties of Tushan, but at that time, the Chi Xiao King had not broken 

through to become the King of Immortality. 

So Chi Hongyu didn't even have the qualifications to pursue. 

And now, Tushan Wumei is holding a marriage invitation conference, Chi Hongyu should not miss it. 

Jun Xiaoyao also deliberately asked about Chi Hongyu's news. 

Later, it was discovered that Chi Hongyu was directly immortal by the line of Chi Xiao, who was accepted 

as a disciple of the Guanmen in the prime minister of Chi Xiao. 

This is also the reason why Chi Hongyu did not come to the God of War Academy. 

The personal teaching of an immortal king is stronger than that of the God of War Academy. 

It is conceivable that after immortal training, Chi Hongyu's strength must be extremely strong. 

It may not even be weaker than the Seven Little Emperors. 

"The son?" 

Seeing that Jun Xiaoyao was a little lost, Tu Shanwan thought it was because of the invitation meeting. 

She couldn't help but miss a shot. 

Is it possible that Jun Xiaoyao is not indifferent to the invitation conference? 

"Mr. Will we marry someone else?" 

Tu Shan Chunchun stared at Jun Xiaoyao pitifully, staring at Jun Xiaoyao with big bright eyes and a look 

of stupidity and innocence. 

Compared to Tu Shanwan, she is more naive, simple and direct. 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled and said nothing. 

Tu Shanwan took a deep breath, Su Feng undulated, as if she had gathered courage, asked. 

"Will your husband come when the recruitment conference starts?" 

The two beauties of the Tushan Fox Clan stared at Jun Xiaoyao, their small hearts throbbing and beating. 

"It should be." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

If you don't go to the recruiting conference, how can you meet Chi Hongyu, how can you get the soul 

book? 



And that Yun Xiaohei, listening to Tu Shanwan's words, left alone. 

At that time, maybe there will be some unexpected and interesting things happening. 

It's a pity that Jun Xiaoyao is not present for such a good show. 

"Good!" Tu Shanchunchun cheered. 

Tu Shanwan also smiled slightly. 

But she was still worried. 

Jun Xiaoyao only agreed to participate in the recruitment meeting. 

But I didn't say that I really wanted to participate in the recruitment. 

After a little preparation. 

Jun Xiaoyao took Su Hongyi, ready to set off. 

As soon as I left the house, I saw it, a beautiful figure stood in the void. 

The long skirt of the smoke cage, the fairy posture and the jade bones, the style is moving, and the 

beauty is a bit thrilling. 

Can be like bright clouds, treasure run like jade, beautiful and exquisite, like delicate flowers reflecting 

water, it is unforgettable at a glance. 

Not Luo Xiangling, or who? 

The Su Hongyi next to Jun Xiaoyao was staring blankly, with a look of admiration on her small face. 

Although she has no ugly scars on her body, she is also a beauty. 

But obviously it hasn't opened for a long time, and there is still a gap between Luo Xiangling and this 

stunning beauty. 

"Xiaoyao, you must be careful on this trip to the border," Luo Xiang said in spirit. 

"Don't worry. UU reading www.uukanshu.com" Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly. 

It seems that Luo Xiangling is really interesting to him. 

At the same time, on the other side, deep in the school. 

In the residence of King Fufeng. 

King Fufeng looked cold, and picked up a jade slip, as if he was sending a message to him. 

After the end, the corner of Fufeng King's mouth conjured up an indifferent smile. 

"Chaotic body, there is no need for this king to do it himself." 

"The chaos of the frontier qi machine does not belong to the rules of our world. Even if it is immortal, it 

is difficult to detect cause and effect, and it is impossible to find me by following the vine." 



"The Borderlands will be the place where the Chaos Body's bones are buried." 

King Fufeng doesn't care about Jun Xiaoyao's status as the Sixth Kings. 

If you offend him, no matter how big your identity is, he will wipe out the other party! 

Chapter 977: Set off on a frontier and famine, vote for fame in a foreign land, elites of the imperial clan 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The bell rang like Hong Zhong Dalu. 

That was the ringing of the war bell of the God of War Academy. 

On behalf of the God of War Academy will go out. 

"Finally, I'm waiting for the experience of the border shortage, I can't wait!" 

"I really want to see the fearful expressions of those ants in Xianyu." 

"Master Chaos Body was born, and he is still one of the six kings of the world. In this era, our world will 

definitely be able to break through the border and occupy the immortal territory!" 

Conquering the academy in all directions, many long screams sounded. 

The great royal clans, top royal clans, quasi-imperial clans, and even the princes of the imperial clans, 

turned into rainbows of light and rose into the air. 

Because of Jun Xiaoyao's relationship, the morale of the God of War Academy is high. 

The prince of the other side, Li Jiumin, Pu Yao, Jin Zhan and other top ten heavenly kings also appeared. 

It's just that their faces are not so pretty. 

In the past, they were the focus of everyone's attention. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao had already taken away all the glory before he showed up. 

"How come such an evildoer appears, it's too abnormal." Prince Higan looked indifferent. 

He always felt that Jun Xiaoyao's appearance was too strange. 

After all, such a peerless evildoer, I have never heard of it before. 

It seems to be born out of thin air. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao's popularity is too high, even the Immortal Emperors have robbed their heads, 

wanting to pull people. 

Obviously no one would listen to his doubts. 

"Don't worry, this time around, it's not certain whether he can come back alive or not." Li Jiu Ming 

sneered. 

"You mean..." Pu Yao and the others turned their eyes. 
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"Now his news, Xianyu should already know, do you think that Xianyu will let him grow up?" Li Jiumin 

said. 

"Indeed, maybe Xianyu will launch a beheading operation." Pu Yao nodded slightly. 

The so-called beheading operation is the time of the war between the two worlds. 

Send a group of elites to slay the enemy's enchanting Tianjiao and kill them in the infant. 

On the side of Xianyu, it was called the beheading guard. 

The alien side is called the hunter. 

Although the title is different, the meaning is the same. 

It is conceivable that if the news of Jun Xiaoyao reaches Xianyu, it will definitely attract Xianyu's target. 

At that time, no matter how strong Jun Xiaoyao is, there will be danger. 

"I hope so." The Prince on the other side said. 

Although Jun Xiaoyao's status as the six kings of the world is extremely important to a foreign land. 

But they don't want Jun Xiaoyao to grow into an immortal king in the future. 

At this time, there was a sudden uproar in all directions. 

The prince of the other shore and the others looked, and his face sank. 

It was Jun Xiaoyao and Su Hongyi who showed up. 

"See God of War!" 

"I have seen you!" 

"Long live the Chaos God of War!" 

Many disciples from the God of War Academy cheered, admiring Jun Xiaoyao with extremely fanatical 

and reverent eyes, and bowed their hands to see him. 

Some people even gave Jun Xiaoyao the title of Chaos God of War. 

It is the combination of the chaotic body and the title of God of War. 

"Chaos God of War, so called the second disease." 

Hearing the waves around him, Jun Xiaoyao made a faint comment. 

However, if the truth is finally revealed. 

The Chaos God of War they admired so much, the Six Kings of Destroying the World, turned out to be 

the people of the Immortal Realm. 

I wonder if their three views will collapse? 

Of course, this is what happened later. 



Jun Xiaoyao will not return to Xianyu directly from Bianhuang. 

Because the soul book, the affairs of the other side clan, and the news of his father, have not yet been 

investigated. 

In addition, the great cause of preaching must continue. 

There is also the quasi-innate eucharistic fetus, which is still brewing and transforming in the heavenly 

tomb. 

If Jun Xiaoyao wants to return to the fairyland, he naturally has to return with the most prosperous, 

most perfect, and most powerful posture. 

At that time, the chaotic physique is superimposed on the quasi-innate eucharist. 

Just ask, who else? 

"Patience, you need to be undercover for a while, don't worry, there are still unspeakable places to 

investigate." Jun Xiaoyao thought to himself. 

He felt vaguely. 

In the unspeakable place, it is possible to find some secrets about the foreign land. 

Perhaps the origin of dark matter can also be found. 

It is even possible to find some clues about the "source" and the "Era Great Tribulation" in the mouth of 

the mythical emperor mi and concubine. 

"However, I still don't know how to enter the Unspeakable Land." 

"But most people can't connect close to each other. If I want to get close in the future, I must get the 

complete trust and attention of a foreign land." 

"In other words, I'm in the frontier, and I need to behave to make the foreign land amazing and even 

shocking." 

Jun Xiaoyao is thoughtful and thinking. 

This is the so-called foreign "voting name". 

You have to contribute, perform, and make great contributions to gain true trust and attention. 

But in that case, the creatures in the fairyland have to be killed. 

"Although it's not good to say that, but in Xianyu, I have a lot of enemies." Jun Xiaoyao's eyes 

overflowed with a little cold light. 

Some people in Xianyu are no different from alien creatures to him. 

For example, Xian Ting, such as the Taikoo imperial family, and some hostile forces of the monarch 

family. 

When people from these forces were killed, Jun Xiaoyao did not have the slightest psychological burden. 



Even feel a little joyful. 

Just when Jun Xiaoyao was thinking. 

Suddenly, a powerful and extraordinary aura appeared, making Jun Xiaoyao cast his gaze. 

A sea of blood, tumbling from the sky, filled with supreme aura. 

A man in a blood robe stepped out of the blood. 

He has long blood-colored hair, like a river of blood flowing down, and in his eyes, it seems that there 

are two blood-colored lakes hidden deep. 

"It's the blood emperor son of the blood demon emperor!" 

Someone exclaimed when they saw someone coming. 

The blood demon emperor clan is another immortal emperor clan in a foreign land, innately in charge of 

the magical powers of blood, and has powerful abilities such as blood rebirth, blood coagulation, blood 

sacrifice to the world. 

On the other side of the sky, a burning cloud appeared, as if to collapse the sky. 

A huge ghost beast appeared. 

It was a fierce beast resembling a black dog, with its tail tumbling and burning like flames. 

In the end, this fierce beast turned into a thin, gloomy man. 

"The arrogance of the misfortune clan, Yun!" 

Misfortune is the legendary fire and ominous beast. 

The misfortune clan is also a foreign emperor clan. 

This man is just the arrogant of the Wodou clan, with a single name. 

In addition, another creature appeared on the other side of the sky. 

It has a head resembling a real dragon, a human body, and a bird's claw under its legs. 

The arms are feathered. 

This creature seems to be coming from the rain and fog in the sky. 

"Emperor Jimeng of the Jimeng clan!" 

Tianjiao all around are numb. 

These rare emperor Tianjiao appeared one after another. 

Everyone's identity is unattainable, and ordinary people can only look forward to them. 

"A sight is better than a hundred smells, one of the six kings of the world, a well-deserved reputation." 

The blood emperor son of the blood demon emperor clan looked at Jun Xiaoyao and smiled slightly. 



"Wang Gu Wushuang Chaos Body has pulled out the Divine Weeping Halberd and became the successor 

of the first God of War. It's really extraordinary." Emperor Ji Meng said. 

"Hey, this era, the first person to be titled the God of War." 

The people of the Wodou clan laughed, somewhat hoarse, like sandpaper rubbing against each other, 

extremely harsh, giving people an uncomfortable feeling. 

"These three..." 

Jun Xiaoyao picked his eyebrows. 

The three seemed to compliment, but they always felt something was wrong. 

"Could it be..." 

Chapter 978: The experience has officially begun 

Jun Xiaoyao is extremely sensitive, and he has a kind of insight into the crisis. 

Plus he is smart and smart. 

I always feel that these three emperor clan prides in front of me feel a little bit ill-intentioned. 

So far, Jun Xiaoyao has made many enemies in foreign land. 

But he believed that the previous Black Peacock royal family would not have the courage to provoke 

him. 

And if these three people are really unfavorable to him, then they must have been encouraged by some. 

"Is it the Emperor Mingzhao, the Emperor Mojie, or... the King of Fufeng?" 

In an instant, Jun Xiaoyao's thoughts revolved thousands of times. 

With the three-generation primordial spirit, he thinks like a supercomputer. 

He has a grudge with Li Jiumin, but it stands to reason that Li Jiumin is at least alive. 

He is not so impulsive yet. 

Then only the Mojie Emperor and Fufeng King were left. 

Both are possible. 

Especially Fufeng King, Jun Xiaoyao has seen his narrow-mindedness. 

After knowing that he is the Sixth King of Destruction, he will naturally feel even more unhappy. 

In addition, he is still a school of ancient and supreme, quasi-immortal, and the energy to mobilize is also 

great. 

Jun Xiaoyao is guessing. 

But Jun Xiaoyao didn't take this matter to heart. 
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Although these three emperor Tianjiao are all supreme. 

But wanting to kill him in the edge of the desert, it is still a bit whimsical. 

"It's just a fake name, so what a mess." 

Jun Xiaoyao responded with a faint smile. 

"I hope you, the Chaos God of War, can make a name for our world in the frontier desert." Emperor Ji 

Meng smiled. 

"Mutual each other." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

This conversation seemed peaceful, but undercurrents surged. 

It's just hard for outsiders to detect. 

After that, some emperor Tianjiao appeared, and everyone was full of breath. 

The weakest cultivation base is also the quasi supreme. 

This made Jun Xiaoyao frown secretly. 

Sure enough, there is still a gap between the strength of Xianyu and the foreign land. 

If it weren't for Xianyu, there are some sleeping seed-level figures. 

Relying on contemporary Tianjiao alone, it is difficult to compare with a foreign land. 

"Well, you guys, don't say much, let's go." 

Elder Mu appeared and said. 

This time it was led by him. 

An ancient warship that was hundreds of meters long, or even thousands of meters long, was suspended 

in the void. 

There are also various fierce flying ancient beasts, pulling bronze chariots, ready to go. 

This experience in the border wilderness is not a real decisive battle between the two worlds, but the 

scene is also very shocking. 

Under the leadership of Mr. Mu, Jun Xiaoyao and others left the God of War Academy and drove 

mightily to the wasteland. 

In addition to the God of War Academy, the ten foreign states are also mobilizing together. 

The great generals, royal families, quasi-emperors, and emperors all sent many creatures, as well as 

young Tianjiao. 

The God of War Academy is just one of the powers. 



Of course, the immortal realm cannot only have the Nine Heavens Immortal Courtyard, the Nine 

Immortal Orders of the Immortal Court, the Jun Family, the great ancient families, the ancient royal 

family, the super dynasty, the immortal Taoism, etc., will all play. 

Although this is not a decisive battle, it can be said to be the first major mobilization of the two circles. 

Jun Xiaoyao looked at the mighty foreign army that covered the sky and the sun, with a solemn color 

hidden in his eyes. 

The background and strength of the foreign land are stronger than he imagined. 

No wonder it can pose such a threat to Xianyu. 

Jun Xiaoyao is very curious, what is the source of the foreign land? 

When mobilizing in a foreign land, the army of the immortal land is naturally also mighty, going to the 

border, and then leaving the border to the border wilderness. 

Near the edge of the foreign state, there are huge teleportation arrays, which can be teleported directly 

to the border. 

On the foreign land side, there is no border Great Wall like Xianyu. 

Because the foreign land is itself an invader, and it is not afraid of the invasion of the fairy land. 

Moreover, the dark matter in a foreign land is not something that the creatures of the fairy land can 

easily bear. 

After entering the teleportation array. 

Jun Xiaoyao only felt the surrounding space violently shake. 

The scene around him was instantly distorted. 

From time to time, the flames raged into the sky, and there was lava everywhere, as if returning to the 

early stage of ancient star condensation. 

Then there was a lot of fog, and I don't know how many hundreds of millions of miles, all filled with the 

aura of primordial magnetism. 

Then came all kinds of Poisonous Swamps, the Land of Thunderstorms, the Domain of Gang Wind, and 

so on. 

I don't know how long it has passed, and how many areas have passed. 

Finally, the chaotic space around finally stagnated. 

Jun Xiaoyao looked at it and took a deep breath immediately. 

Looking around, it is an endless desert. 

The lonely smoke in the desert and the sunset over the long river look like a desolate Gobi desert. 

Even if you scan with divine mind, you can't detect the end of the desert. 



Above the sky, there is not a blue sky, but a dark and deep starry sky. 

Various stars flicker and stars shine. 

This is a desert under the endless starry sky. 

"This is the borderland..." 

Jun Xiaoyao whispered. 

Not only him, but most of the young foreign creatures present were the first time to come to the 

border. 

They were all shocked by the sight before them. 

The bones of the unknown behemoth are as huge as a mountain, towering into the starry sky. 

The collapsed ancient mountains, the stars falling from the starry sky, smashed ancient pits on the 

ground. 

This is a desolate, silent, and chaotic area. 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped forward and grabbed a handful of the sand on the ground. 

The sand is white. 

"This is not sand, but the dust left by the weathering of the skeleton." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

The other Tianjiao had also noticed, and each one was shocked. 

This borderless desert is actually all weathered from the dead bones of living beings! 

"How many creatures died?" 

There is a foreign Tianjiao who is absent and whispering. 

Even if the foreign land advocates the law of iron and blood, seeing this scene at this moment is a shock 

in my heart. 

"The loyal bones are buried everywhere in the green hills, why return the shroud of horse leather, the 

ancestors of our world, it is their glory to die here." 

"And what we have to do is to complete the will of the ancestors, break through the border, and step on 

the fairyland!" Elder Mu shouted loudly. 

"Yes, blast through the border, and the horse will step on the fairyland!" 

The large groups of alien creatures all shouted. 

Jun Xiaoyao frowned secretly. 

Why is the foreign land so persistent in invading the fairy land? 

Is it just for the land and resources of Xianyu? 



Jun Xiaoyao faintly felt that there was a deeper level of mystery in it. 

"Well, the army of our world will confront and fight with the army of Xianyu." 

"But your task is not to go to the battlefield with the army to kill the enemy, but to go deep into various 

areas of the border and wasteland and fight the Tianjiao of the fairyland." 

"Xianyu Tianjiao, kill as many as they can kill, cut off the growth of their younger generation, and there 

will be a fault." Mu boss said loudly. 

The real battle has not yet begun, so the big figures in the two worlds are all in their own hands and will 

not easily do it. 

The army below is just a test. 

The most important thing is the trials of these younger generations. 

"Little friend, are you sure you don't need other people's attention?" Old Mu looked at Jun Xiaoyao. 

He originally wanted several elites of the imperial clan to accompany Jun Xiaoyao, so that he could take 

care of him. 

Even if they are in danger, these imperial elites can also be used as a backstop, as long as Jun Xiaoyao is 

fine. 

After all, he has a special status and is very important to a foreign land. 

"True gold still needs to be fired. I stand under the name of a **** of war. If I still fear the head and tail, 

wouldn't it be a joke?" Jun Xiaoyao said freely. 

But in fact ~www.mtlnovel.com~ he just doesn't want to be constrained. 

When Elder Mu heard this, he also nodded. 

"My son, I want to experience it alone." 

Aside, Su Hongyi hesitated for a while before speaking. 

She hopes that she can become stronger and not drag Jun Xiaoyao's hind legs. 

"Good." Jun Xiaoyao replied. 

Su Hongyi has secrets and is very talented. 

It just lacks the temper of life and death. 

Jun Xiaoyao believed that if Su Hongyi was really one of the six kings of the world, then she would never 

get into trouble easily. 

"Everyone in Xianyu, are you okay?" 

Jun Xiaoyao murmured in his heart, stepped on the void, his figure broke through the void and 

disappeared in place. 

Experience in the wasteland, officially begin! 



Chapter 979: Heavenly Burial Forest, 3 females, Shencangu Tiancanzi 

Borderland, located in the gap between the fairyland and the foreign land. 

But the range is almost endless, and there is no edge at all. 

Even the Chaos Dao Zun, and even the Emperor Zhun, can hardly explore all corners of the border and 

wasteland. 

Because the border is too mysterious, it has not been under the jurisdiction of the two worlds since 

ancient times, the rules are broken, and the aura is chaotic. 

This is a disorderly land with many weirdness hidden. 

Such as the Burial Ground, Ghost Howling Abyss, Remnant Star Plateau, Sky Burial Forest, Great Sacrifice 

Blood Ground, Desolate Ancient Mountain Range and so on. 

Every place is forbidden, very dangerous and very strange. 

Before Jun Xiaoyao came to Borderlands, he already knew a little bit about it. 

The place of blood sacrifice that Lao Mu called his attention before was located at the junction of the 

celestial burial forest and the desolate mountain range. 

"Go to the Sky Burial Forest first." 

Jun Xiaoyao determined the goal, and disappeared in place like a shuttle in the void. 

Many disciples of the God of War Academy wanted to follow Jun Xiaoyao to practice together. 

But before even speaking, Jun Xiaoyao was gone. 

On the other side, the emperor Jimeng, the blood emperor, and the mistress of the misfortune clan, the 

three young and supreme emperors, glanced at each other faintly. 

Their figures also disappeared in place. 

After that, the disciples of the God of War Academy, as well as the great royal clans, quasi-imperial 

clans, and tianjiao of the emperor clans, all formed teams and gradually deepened into the border. 

On the other side, Xianyu Tianjiao is the same. 

If you have confidence in your own strength, just break in alone. 

If you are not sure, or have a plan, go deep in the form of a small team. 

For a time, the entire vast borderline became a life-threatening battlefield. 

In a blink of an eye, half a month passed. 

On the border, the armies of the two circles collided, shouting loudly. 

Of course, the real top powerhouse, the Chaos Daoist, or the quasi-emperor-level figure, did not make a 

move. 
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On the contrary, it is the younger generation, fighting fiercely in every corner of the border and 

wasteland. 

During this half a month, Jun Xiaoyao also traveled all the way through the void, and finally came to the 

edge of the celestial burial forest. 

Looking around, the entire celestial burial forest is extremely vast, like a giant continent. 

In the ancient wood wolf forest, thousands of feet tall ancient trees rise to the sky, just like ancient 

giants. 

In this forest, many murderous intents emerged, and the most fierce beast lurked in the dark. 

From time to time, there were all kinds of fierce fighting and stern howls. 

For these, Jun Xiaoyao is not interested. 

His main purpose is to find opportunities to break through to the Supreme. 

Secondly, it is to kill a few opponents of the Immortal Territory, and set up a nomination certificate. 

Of course, if you encounter some ants in a foreign land, you can erase them easily. 

Anyway, the Qi machine here is chaotic, cause and effect disorder, even if it is immortal, it is difficult to 

detect any traces. 

"The Heavenly Burial Forest should be one of the main battlefields where the two realms of Tianjiao 

fight, but you can go inside, catch some immortal monks, and find out about the immortal domain." 

Jun Xiaoyao thought to himself. 

As if thinking of something, he took out a grimace mask from the spatial magic weapon. 

It was the mask he got from Xuan Yue. 

Jun Xiaoyao put the grimace mask on his face. 

This is to prevent the possibility of meeting some acquaintances in the fairyland and recognizing him. 

It's not that Jun Xiaoyao deliberately kept it. 

Only now, he finally got into a chaotic war-god, the identity of the Sixth King of Destroying the World, 

and he must not be easily exposed. 

Otherwise, Jun Xiaoyao can't even go back to the foreign land, so he can only return to the fairy land. 

Then some of his things in a foreign land, including his missionary cause, could not continue. 

Jun Xiaoyao does not allow a trace of accidents to happen. 

Wearing a grimace mask on his face, he was surrounded by chaos and mist. 

Jun Xiaoyao believed that few people could recognize it. 

After making preparations, Jun Xiaoyao entered the celestial burial forest. 



At this moment, in the middle area of the celestial burial forest. 

A few shadows, forming a small team, are deepening. 

I encountered some scattered alien creatures along the way, all of which were obliterated. 

A closer look reveals that it is Princess Longji, Yan Rumeng, and the third daughter of Yu Chanjuan. 

The three daughters got acquainted because of Jun Xiaoyao, but they also became friends. 

As for Yiyu, Yan Qingying, Wang Chuan, and Eternal Jade Heavenly Girl. 

As followers of Jun Xiaoyao, they formed a hunting team by themselves. 

The two teams are divided into two groups, and they have their own experience. 

"I have tens of thousands of merit points, and then I can exchange some good things in the fairy 

courtyard." Yu Chanjuan smiled. 

She has curving eyebrows, her eyes are full of poetry, her nose is tall, and her red lips are moisturized. 

The blue dress outlines a proud curve. 

The two peaks are full, but the waist is slender and round, without a grip, and the buttocks are straight. 

I don't know if it is because of the Lunar Eucharist, Yu Chanjuan's figure is more plump and juicy than 

before. 

It's a pity that this woman with the world's first cauldron physique has not been mined until now. 

She had made up his mind before, and her body would always belong to Jun Xiaoyao. 

Even if Jun Xiaoyao fell in front of her, she still kept her vow to the present. 

"Not enough, I have to become stronger to be qualified to welcome the return of the master." 

Princess Longji's green silk is supple, her palace-dressed fairy skirt is wrapped in a slim jade body, and 

her slender legs are swaying. 

The whole person is gorgeous, not like Jun Xiaoyao's mount at all. 

Listening to the words of the two women, Yan Rumeng, who wore a pink skirt and had a flawless face, 

was somewhat silent. 

"You still believe that he is still alive?" Yan Rumeng asked. 

Although Yan Rumeng was lost for a while after learning the news of Jun Xiaoyao's fall. 

But she still reluctantly accepted this reality. 

"I naturally believe that the master will return." Princess Longji almost believed in Jun Xiaoyao to the 

point of irrational. 

Perhaps Jun Xiaoyao has this charm and can convince people that he has never fallen. 



"Let's not talk about this, I faintly feel that in the depths of the burial forest this day, there is a big 

opportunity and a big secret." Yan Rumeng said sternly. 

Her body is Tianmeng Midie. 

Tied with the Sky Splitting Demon Butterfly and the Primordial Emperor Butterfly. 

Yan Rumeng felt this way when he entered the sky burial forest. 

"Then let's go deeper." Princess Long Ji said. 

The three women continued to go deep. 

After a few days. 

They came to the depths of the celestial burial forest. 

An astonishing fluctuation in the fight came from the front. 

Princess Longji and others looked around. 

There are four figures fighting against alien creatures. 

Three of them are Ji Qingyi, Sun Shenghu and Yue Shenghu. 

In addition, there is a man with purple hair who has a strong aura and exudes a supreme aura. 

"It's the celestial silkworm seeds of Shencangu. UU Reading www.uukansshu.com" 

Seeing the young man, Yan Rumeng frowned subconsciously. 

Because before, I had an unpleasant experience with Shencangu. 

The Yuancan Daozi from Shencangu had harassed her. 

But in the end it was obliterated by Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Who is it, come out!" 

On the side of the alien creatures, a young man in a black and gold costume was drinking coldly, raising 

his hand, his palm split. 

A beam of evil eye came through. 

If Jun Xiaoyao was here, he would definitely find it funny. 

On the side of the alien creatures, there are the ten great heavenly kings such as Li Jiumin, Pu Yao, and 

Jin Zhan. 

The two parties collided. 

Chapter 980: Great opportunity, Zijin ancient city, the proud son of the Devil King 

The evil eye beam is powerful. 

The three daughters of Princess Longji dodged hurriedly, revealing their figure. 
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"It's you..." 

With purple hair and a supreme aura, Tiancanzi looked slightly relaxed when seeing Princess Longji and 

others. 

If a helping hand from a foreign land came, it would be really troublesome. 

After all, his enemies are already very tricky now. 

Don't look at the top ten heavenly kings of the foreign land, in front of Jun Xiaoyao, like a chicken and 

dog. 

But that is only relative. 

For Xianyu Tianjiao, it is definitely a rival. 

Especially Li Jiujun, although his cultivation is only Quasi-Supreme. 

There is a gap between the supreme cultivation base of Tiancanzi. 

However, Li Jiujun itself possesses the evil eye of the returning ancestor of the Emperor Ming Zhao, plus 

the blessing of the desperate eye of the quasi-emperor. 

All of a sudden, Tiancanzi had a fight with Li Jiuwei. 

Not to mention, alien creatures at the same level are inherently more powerful than immortal 

creatures. 

Therefore, in the quasi-supreme state, Li Jiujun can use the eyes of despair to contend with the seed-

level Tianjiao Tiancanzi of Shencangu. 

As for Pu Yao, Jin Zhan, Gu Chi, and Two-headed Protoss Tianjiao, they fought with Ji Qingyi, Sun Sage 

Guardian, and Moon Sage Guardian. 

The prince of the other side, the head of the ten heavenly kings, was not present. 

See Princess Longji, Yu Chanjuan, and Yan Rumeng appearing. 

Sun Sage Guardian and Moon Sage Guardian glanced at each other, and the eyes under the mask 

flickered slightly. 

In their hearts, there was a certain idea. 

As for Ji Qingyi, the face under the veil was extremely plain. 

No one can guess what she thinks in her heart, it can be said to be exquisite and elusive. 

"Three, now the enemy is now, let's deal with these alien creatures first." Ji Qingyi opened her lips. 

For Ji Qingyi, Princess Longji and the three daughters, there is no ill feeling. 

It's just that Yu Chanjuan looked a little unhappy with the Sun Sage and the Moon Sage. 

But at the moment, the enemy is currently, and indeed should temporarily abandon the premonitions. 



The three daughters of Princess Longji joined the battle. 

"Not even the Quasi-Supreme, but it's just a delivery of food." 

"It's a seed-level figure in Xianyu, but that's all." 

With a sneer in his eyes, Li Jiumin looked at Tiancanzi. 

The confidence lost from Jun Xiaoyao was recovered from Tiancanzi. 

"I'm just warming up." 

The sky silkworm child looked indifferent. 

At any rate, he is also the sleeping seed-level figure of the Shencanu, and one of the former Nine 

Transformations of the Shensi. 

Just a little bit, you have the invincible posture of ten changes. 

Tiancanzi has been looking for ways to change ten times. 

Some time ago, he noticed that the sky burial forest seemed to have a great opportunity, so he came. 

Then I met Ji Qingyi and others. 

Then, I ran into Li Jiuyao and others who had also entered the celestial burial forest and hunted down 

the cultivators of the Immortal Territory. 

The two sides are fighting together again. 

Various mana fluctuations swept across, and large tracts of ancient trees and forests collapsed. 

The place where they are located is already deep in the celestial burial forest. 

Cracks were punched in the earth. 

At this moment, a corner of the ancient city suddenly appeared in the depths of the celestial burial 

forest, where the cracks were exposed. 

The aura is immersed, and the fairy light rushes into the sky. 

A majestic ancient city, deep underground in the celestial burial forest, revealed its appearance. 

Both Tianjiao, Xianyu and Alien, subconsciously stopped their movements and glanced at them. 

However, this look made them hold their breath. 

That ancient city is plated with a layer of purple gold, and there are still natural road signs on it. 

That is impressively the material for the casting of emperor soldiers, the Shenshen Zijin! 

Although not the entire ancient city was made of Shenhen Zijin. 

But even if it is plated with a layer of divine trace purple gold, the materials needed are enough to cast a 

complete imperial soldier! 



"What kind of handwriting is this?" 

Both Tianjiao and Tianjiao were amazed. 

In the entire ancient city, there are amazing Qi machines circulating. 

There are also reliefs on the surface, engraved with totems such as mountains and rivers, sun and moon, 

ancient beasts, gods and demons, etc. 

Various runes are manifested, and the chains of laws and gods are entwined. 

It looks extremely old and definitely not something that belongs to this era. 

Below the ancient city, there is an ancient formation. Looking at its scope, it seems to cover the entire 

celestial burial forest from the ground. 

This handwriting is once again shocking. 

"That's the one……" 

The heartstrings of Tiancanzi and Yan Rumeng moved at the same time. 

Their previous feelings came from that ancient city. 

As for why only the two of them were aware of it, it might have something to do with something hidden 

in the depths of this ancient city. 

"what is that?" 

Li Jiu Min and other heavenly king-level proud sons were also surprised. 

But they faintly felt that the ancient city gave them a very uneasy sense of danger. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

In the depths of the ancient city, there was a sudden violent shock. 

It seems that there are thousands of troops and horses, stepping at the same moment, and the breath 

of gold and iron horses permeates. 

Four bronze fairy soldiers suddenly emerged from the ancient city. 

These bronze immortal soldiers are blue-gold in color, holding weapons such as Tiange spears, and there 

are supreme runes circulating on the surface. 

"Exotic creatures, kill!" 

A heavy and dull voice came from the mouth of the bronze fairy. 

They stepped forward and rushed towards Li Jiumin and the others. 

"Damn it, this is a legacy left by a great figure in Xianyu, withdraw!" 

Seeing Li Jiu Ming, his eyelids also jumped. 



The border is deserted, and the scope is too large. From ancient times to the present, I don't know how 

many strong people in the two realms have fallen here. 

The place of blood sacrifice was rumored to be a dangerous forbidden place formed by a top foreign 

king after his death. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that there are relics left by the powerful ancestors of the fairyland here. 

Saw Li Jiuyao and others retreat. 

The Celestial Silkworm laughed. 

"God helps me too!" 

He turned, his eyes hot, and looked towards the ancient city of Zijin. 

They had a foreboding that there would be opportunities for him to transform. 

Maybe he can take this opportunity to transform into a ten-change invincible silkworm! 

The Tiancanzi's body turned into a streamer, and he wanted to enter the ancient city of Zijin. 

Ji Qingyi's eyes flashed as she entered. 

There is also the sun guardian, the moon guardian, the same is true. 

"Let's go too!" Yan Rumeng bit her plump red lips with her teeth. 

She also felt that there was a great opportunity. 

They all entered the ancient city of Zijin. 

On the other side, Li Jiuzhuo and others, who were chased by four bronze fairy soldiers, were a little 

embarrassed. 

These bronze fairy soldiers are invulnerable, with supreme runes circulating on the surface. 

Li Jiu Ming and the others couldn't stop it at all. 

Soon, there will be a heavenly king-level proud son who has fallen. 

Here, there is a figure with a grimace mask on his face, a white cloth, and a chaotic atmosphere. 

As a **** king crosses the realm, he crosses the void with his hands holding his hands. 

All surrounding dense forests, fierce beasts, remnant formations, etc. were all shaken away by the 

chaotic energy around them. 

This figure is naturally Jun Xiaoyao who has entered the celestial burial forest. 

Suddenly there was movement in front of him. 

Jun Xiaoyao glanced at it, and he saw Li Jiuyao and others fleeing in embarrassment. 

"It's you!" 



Seeing Jun Xiaoyao, Li Jiumin, Pu Yao, Jin Zhan and others, their expressions were very unnatural. 

Jun Xiaoyao unexpectedly saw such an embarrassing scene. 

But right now, they are encountering a crisis, and the unhappiness with Jun Xiaoyao before can only be 

temporarily left behind. 

They also know that ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Although Jun Xiaoyao is a quasi-superior, even in the 

supreme, he is also an absolute strong. 

The son of Emperor Mojie was nailed to death by Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Jade Xiaoyao, we found an opportunity in the fairyland, but we were chased by the puppet in it. First 

help us eradicate the puppet, and then fight for that opportunity!" 

Li Jiumin spoke up, although he was reluctant in his heart, but he could only do that. 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were full of interest, and he swept over Li Jiuyao and others. 

For some reason, Li Jiu Ming's heart sank suddenly when he felt this gaze. 

But seeing Jun Xiaoyao raise his hand, a bright sword light rushed into the sky. 

A mouthful of a three-foot sword fetus emerged, using the power of chaos to urge Zhantian Jue, to kill Li 

Jiu Ming and the others! 

"Jade Xiaoyao, dare you!" 

Seeing this scene, Li Jiu's eyes were cracked, and he shouted. 

 


